A characterization is given of those locally compact groups having equivalent right and left uniform structures. It is shown that ocompact locally compact groups have equivalent uniformities iff for each right uniformly discrete set B such that card (B) < a and each neighborhood 17 of e, nxBBxUx~] is a neighborhood of e. It is also shown that a group is not unimodular iff it contains an open o-compact group which is not unimodular.
1. Introduction. In this paper we give a characterization of those locally compact topological groups that have equivalent right and left uniform structures. Our characterization is in terms of a notion called a-compactness which is a generalization of a-compactness in topological spaces.
Let a be a cardinal number. G will denote a topological group. Definition. A topological space X is said to be a-compact if X can be written as a union of a compact sets and if X cannot be written as a union of ß compact sets if ß < a.
The idea for using this approach to studying the right and left uniformities on a topological group came from two pieces of work. The first piece was a manuscript circulated among friends and colleagues concerning uniform structure in a-compact locally compact topological groups. The second work is a paper [1] by Comfort, Itzkowitz, and Ross in which the problem of determining the size of closed subgroups of a topological group is solved in terms of a-compactness in the case where a topological group is locally compact. We will show that in the case of locally compact a-compact topological groups, that the problem of determining equivalent or inequivalent uniform structure is solvable in terms of discrete sets of cardinal a (if a is infinite).
We will follow definitions 4.11-4.13 in Hewitt and Ross [4] concerning right and left uniform structures on G. We will need the following observations concerning uniform structures for our paper.
1. The topology on G defined by the left uniform structure consists of all the sets {xU: x G G, U a neighborhood of e) and the topology on G defined by the right uniform structure consists of the sets {Ux: x G G, U a neighborhood of e).
2. The right and left uniform structures are equivalent if for every neighborhood U of e there is a neighborhood Vof e such that xVx~x C U for all je G G (see [4, 4. 14(g)]).
Notation. We will always denote the identity element of the group by e. card(/l) will denote the cardinal number of A.
We will have occasion to use the following two important and classical theorems of topological groups.
[A] Theorem [4, 4.9] . Let G be a topological group, let U be any neighborhood of e, and let F be any compact subset of G. Then there is a neighborhood V of e such that xVx~x C U for all x G F.
[B] Theorem (Kakutani and Kodaira). Let G be a o-compact and locally compact topological group. Then for every countable family {(/" : n = 1,2, ...} of neighborhoods of e, there is a compact normal subgroup N C G such that N C n^L i Un, and G/N has a countable basis for its open sets.
Note. The theorem of Kakutani and Kodaira is proved for compactly generated groups in Hewitt and Ross [4, 8.7] , and, for the more general case, in the original paper by Kakutani and Kodaira [6] and in Halmos [3] . Direct proofs may be found also in [2] and [5] . This theorem is the main tool of this paper and of [1] and [5] .
2. Inequivalent uniform structures in «-compact groups.
2.1. Theorem. // G is a locally compact and a-compact topological group, and if V is a neighborhood of e then C\x^GxVx~x is a neighborhood of e if and only if for every set A such that card (A) < a the set C~)xBA xVx~x is a neighborhood of e.
Proof. Let H be an open a-compact subgroup of G and let A be a compact normal subgroup of H such that H/N is a separable metric group (such an A exists by Theorem [B]). It follows from 8.14(d) of [4] that G/N is a metrizable space. Since G/N is a continuous image of G, G/N can be written as a union of a or fewer compact (metric) subsets. Thus G/N has a dense subset / where card (/) < a.
For each x G / choose one distinguished element x G <p_1(x), where <p: G -* G/N is the canonical map, and let J = [x: x is the distinguished element of q>~x(x), x G /}.
Then obviously card (J ) < a and so our hypothesis implies that W -nxeyxKx_1 is a neighborhood of e G G. Thus since A is compact we may apply Theorem [A] to conclude that is a neighborhood of e. Since / is dense in G/N it follows that NJ is dense in G. Thus we have shown the existence of a dense subset D C G such that Wq = (AzGDzVz~x is a neighborhood of e. Choose now y G G. Let {yy} be a net in D such that yy -* y. Then W0 C y Vy~x for each y, or equivalently y~x W0yy C V for each y. Since G is License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use completely regular there is a neighborhood U of e such that U C V. Obviously the above argument may be used to select a neighborhood Wx C W0 such that (~)zeDz~x Wxz C U <ZU. Thus we see that yyxwyy -^ y~lwy G U for each w G Wx. Hence y~xWxy C U C K Since y G G was arbitrary and Wx depends on U it follows that Wx C DySGyVy~x and thus r)yeGyVy~] is a neighborhood of e.
The converse is obvious. In what follows we will show that the study of equivalent uniformities can be reduced to the study of sets A which have card (A) < a where A is discrete.
Definition. The set A c G is right-uniformly discrete if there exists a neighborhood U of the identity in G such that for all x, y G A where x == y the relation Ux n i/y = 0 holds.
2.2. Lemma. Leí G èe locally compact and let U be a neighborhood of e G G íí/c/i í/ia? t/ is compact. Let A G G be such that P^g^xi/x-1 is «oí a neighborhood of e. Then there is a right-uniformly discrete set B C A such that C\xe.BxUx~x is not a neighborhood of e.
Proof. Let a = card (A) and let A = {x^ : tj < a} be a well ordering of A. We select the subset B C A as follows.
The first element of B is x = x0. The second element of B is x^ where xv is the first element in the well ordering of A such that x G Ux . Using transfinite induction, let J = {rj, : r/, < a) be a set of ordinal numbers with the following properties:
(a) For each/ x^ G U^jUx^.
(b) -qj is the first ordinal greater than or equal to sup¿< -{n,-} such that (a) holds.
Then B = {xv : 17 G '}. We may observe that A C UB. We will show that B is a right uniformly discrete set such that U0 = (]xBBxUx~x is not a neighborhood of e.
Since U is compact Theorem [A] shows that if U0 is a neighborhood of e then nx6(/XL/0x_1 is a neighborhood of e\ However, n xu0x~l = n x( n y/yy-1 ix-1 = n zi/z-1 c n zt/z-1 x£U x&U \y£B / zeUB z£A since A C t/l?. This contradicts the fact that P\2^azUz~x is not a neighborhood of e. To see that B is right-uniformly discrete we let 1C be a symmetric neighborhood of e such that W1 C U. Then the collection {Wx: x G B) is pairwise disjoint. To see this let xy, Xß G 5. Without loss of generality we may assume y < ß. Thus Xß £ t/x7 and therefore if z G Wxy n IPx^ we would havez = wxxy = w2 Xß so that Xß = WjXwxxy G W2x C t/xy, a contradiction.
2.3. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact and a-compact group. Then G has equivalent uniformities if and only if for each right-uniformly discrete set B satisfying card (B) < a and each neighborhood U of e, C\xBBxUx~x is a neighborhood of e.
3. Some further remarks and observations. In our constructions in the proofs of 2.1 and 2.2 it is not clear whether one needs sets A with card (A) < a. There is a possibility that even in the case where G is a-compact that the question of equivalent or inequivalent uniformities in the group may be settled just by the use of discrete sequences in the group. This would certainly be the case if every locally compact group with inequivalent uniform structures contains an open a-compact subgroup with inequivalent uniform structures. While it is unlikely that this remark will be true, in general, it turns out that, in at least the case of G being nonunimodular, it is true. 3.1. Theorem. Let G be a locally compact topological group. Then G is unimodular if and only if every open o-compact subgroup of G is unimodular.
Proof. If G is not unimodular we have that A, the modular function, and 1/A are unbounded on G. Thus we may select a sequence {xn} c G such that for each n, A(x") > n. Let U he a symmetric neighborhood of e G G such that U is compact. Then 
